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opel kadett e 2 0 gsi 16v specs dimensions ultimate specs

Dec 06 2023

Opel Kadett E 2 0 GSi 16V technical specs 1988 1989 150 Ps 148 HP Petrol average consumption 7.5 l/100km 31 mpg length 399 cm 157.09 inches width 166 cm 65.35 inches height 139 cm 54.72 inches

opel kadett gsi 16v type e specs 0 60 quarter mile lap

Nov 05 2023

1988 Opel Kadett GSi 16V B specs 0-60 Quarter Mile Lap times Top Speed Engine Specifications Pictures Updated December 2023

opel kadett e 2 0 gsi 16v specs dimensions ultimate specs

Oct 04 2023

The 1989 Opel Kadett E 2 0 GSi 16V has 150 Ps 148 BHP 110 Kw How much does a Opel Kadett E 2 0 GSi 16V weigh? The Opel Kadett E 2 0 GSi 16V weighs 1000 Kg 2205 lbs. What is the top speed of a Opel Kadett E 2 0 GSi 16V? The Opel Kadett E 2 0 GSi 16V top speed is 217 km/h 135 mph. Is Opel Kadett E 2 0 GSi 16V All Wheel Drive (AWD) No.

opel kadett wikipedia

Sep 03 2023

Originally, the Kadett was Opel’s smallest model. However, as it grew in size with each generation, ultimately competing in the European C segment, the Opel Corsa became GM Opel’s entry-level model: Kadett I (1936-1940).

1988 opel kadett e cc 2 0 gsi 16v 150 hp auto data net

Aug 02 2023

What is the fuel economy of Opel Kadett E CC 2 0 GSi 16V 150 HP? 7.1 l/100 km 33.6 US MPG 40 35 UK MPG 14.29 km/l How fast is the car? 1988 Kadett E CC 2 0 GSi 16V 150 HP 220 km/h 136.7 mph 0-100 km/h 7.7 sec 0-60 mph 7.3 sec How much power does Opel Kadett Hatchback 1988 2 0 GSi 16V 150 HP 150 HP 196 NM 144.56 lb-ft
1990 opel kadett 2 0 gsi 16v s superboss kadett e

Jul 01 2023

Powering the Opel Kadett 2 0 GSi 16V Superboss is a double overhead camshaft 2 litre naturally aspirated 4 cylinder motor with 4 valves per cylinder that provides power and torque figures of 168 bhp 170 ps 125 kw at 6200 rpm and 228 nm 168 lb ft 23 3 kgm at 4800 rpm respectively.

1988 opel kadett gsi 16v 115 kw 156 ps 154 hp since

May 31 2023

All specifications, performance, and fuel economy data of Opel Kadett GSi 16V 115 kw 156 ps 154 hp edition of the year 1988 since February 1988 for Europe including acceleration times 0-60 mph 0-100 mph 0-100 km h 0-200 km h quarter mile time, top speed, mileage, and fuel economy, power to weight ratio, dimensions, drag coefficient, etc.

new opel kadett gsi 16v dtm group a for the racing season 21

Apr 29 2023

November 2020 two liters of displacement 270 hp 800 kilograms front wheel drive the Opel Kadett GSi 16V DTM Group A combines modesty and efficiency in 1988 the racer from Rüsselsheim celebrated its debut under the direction of the Opel tuner Helmut Kissling.

opel kadett gsi 16v dtm group a technical highlights

Mar 29 2023

Opel Kadett GSi 16V DTM Gruppe A technical specifications: Engine Front Across Inline Four Cylinder Four Valves Per Cylinder Displacement 1 998 cc W x H 86 0 x 86 0 Compression 11 0 1 Power 267 hp at 8 200 min mixture preparation Bosch Motronic Dimensions 3 998 1 663 1 351 mm Wheelbase 2 520 mm Tank Capacity 100 liters.

opel kadett 2 0 gsi 16v car technical specifications

Feb 25 2023

Information about Opel Kadett B 2 0 GSi 16V B this version of the Opel Kadett B 2 0 GSi B 16V was delivered from February 1988 to January 1989 the top speed is 217 km h the car has a petrol engine and delivers a maximum power of 110 kw 150 hp the average consumption is 7 5 l 100km.
opel kadett gsi 16v turbo acceleration 0-300 youtube

Jan 27 2023

opel kadett gsi 16v b turbo acceleration 0-300 ultimate sleeper opel kadett gsi 16v b with turbo modification in action hello and welcome to the car acceleration tv youtube b channel enjoy a

find opel kadett gsi for sale autoscout24

Dec 26 2022

opel kadett 2 0i gsi 16v champion 16 500 117 000 km manual 02 1990 gasoline 110 kw 150 hp private seller es 05001 avila opel kadett e gsi 7 990 127 979 km manual 02 1991 gasoline 85 kw 116 hp private seller be 3582 beringen opel kadett gsi 8v 6 000 6 000 km manual 08 1991 gasoline 100 kw 136 hp private seller es 31398 pamplona

the opel kadett superboss legend lives on speedhunters

Nov 24 2022

and this is what they came up with the opel kadett gsi 16v b s better known as the superboss the superboss wasn t south africa s first performance oriented kadett b prior to this model there were various versions of the 2 0 litre hatchback spanning two generations of the vehicle

opel kadett e gsi 16v group a 1988 racing cars wikidot

Oct 24 2022


opel kadett gsi 16v photos news reviews specs car listings

Sep 22 2022

opel kadett gsi 16v one of the models of cars manufactured by opel opel kadett gsi 16v received many good reviews of car owners for their consumer qualities on this page we present you the most successful photo gallery of opel kadett gsi 16v and wish you a pleasant viewing experience
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opel kadett gsi 16v acceleration 0 100 7sec youtube

Aug 22 2022

opel kadett gsi 16v acceleration 0 100 7sec koleus motorsport 35 subscribers subscribe 138
17k views 2 years ago opel kadett gsi 16v c20xe koleus motorsport professional driver and

kadett gsi 16v youtube

Jul 21 2022

kadett gsi 16v

opel kadett gsi 16v home facebook

Jun 19 2022

opel kadett gsi 16v 279 likes 11 talking about this kadett gsi 16v

used opel for sale with photos cargurus

May 19 2022

1965 opel kadett 71 704 mi 16 995 330 574 7995 request info north canton oh year 1965
make opel model kadett body type coupe exterior color green
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